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On August 27th this year (2016) I gave my dog Walter, a six year old Pointer, a chewable 

Bravecto that I obtained from my vet. 

 From the next day Walter refused his food, made a listless impression. The next two days 

he still ate a little bit of fresh lamb, then he refused all the food I offered him. 

After three days, Walter seemed to have its right hind sprained, for which he was treated 

with Novocam suspension. This did not help, the symptoms worsened and Walter also had a 

lot of pain to his other legs. 

X-rays were made, no defects were visible on the legs. Walter’s condition was getting worse. 

Blood tests showed that the kidney values had soared. 

 In the previous year chronic renal failure was found at Walter for which he was treated for 
two months. First in Lienden clinic, where they wanted to euthanize Walter. He was treated 
at an other veterinary practice, and survived and was living without symptoms from that 
moment. 

The belly of Walter now felt very tense and was painful. On radiographs it showed an 

unexplained mass in the chest, liver, kidney and pancreas were not visible. Walter had to be 

laxated, but it did not yield the desired result. 

Walter became even sicker, became disoriented and could not stand on his legs. The next 

morning again they made a chest X-ray, and the thorax seemed less full. Walter has also 

reeked of feces out of his mouth. His condition had deteriorated so that further treatment 

was ruled out. In consultation with the vet, I had to decide to relieve Walter from his 

suffering. The same evening he has been euthanized at home. 
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The vet has changed his opinion that Walter's illness was caused by the poor kidney 

function. He agreed that it was indeed a gastrointestinal problem, accompanied by other 

symptoms, that occurred soon after taking the drug Bravecto. 

I've had a conversation with the vet about my suspicion that the death of Walter has been 

caused by Bravecto. He offered to arrange a meeting with the representative of Merck 

providing him the means. This conversation took place yesterday. 

MSD / Merck passed the report with my suspicion that Walter's death was caused by 

Bravecto, to the CBG. This was confirmed to me by the CBG (College ter Beoordeling van 

Medicatie, Nederland / Medicines Evaluation Board, Netherlands, admin.). 
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